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WWII & NYC - Kenneth T. Jackson 2012
Accompanies a major exhibition at the New York Historical Society from
October 2012 through to May 2013. WWII & NYC will appeal to those
interested in the history of World War II as well as the history of New
York City. Published in conjunction with the groundbreaking exhibition
WWII & NYC at the New-York Historical Society, this fascinating book
captures the little-told but epic story of New York in the years 1939 1945, and the war's impact on the metropolis. This captivating story
unfolds in four different sections. The first covers the years 1933-41 and
recreates the noisy contest of opinions in New York over whether the U.
S. should involve itself in the war, and introduces the scientists at
Columbia University who conducted top-secret research to develop the
atom bomb. 1942-45 saw a city mobilizing for war, as industries
converted to wartime production and huge terminals surrounding the
port shipped men and supplies to Europe. The reader then follows New
Yorkers to war with stories of individuals who served. The concluding
section captures scenes of war's end with the surrender of Germany and
Japan. Fully illustrated and cleverly designed, this captivating book will

be a must read for all those interested in New York City as well as the
history of World War II.
The Valiant TPB - Matt Kindt 2015-05-27
A battle ten millennia in the making is about to begin? The Eternal
Warrior has protected the Earth for more than 10,000 years. A master of
countless weapons and long forgotten martial arts, he is guided by the
Geomancers ? those who speak for the Earth. During his long watch, the
Eternal Warrior has failed three times. Each time, the Geomancer was
killed?and a new dark age for humanity began. Each time, he was unable
to stop The Immortal Enemy ? a monstrous force of nature. A civilization
killer. A horror that appears differently each time it arrives?and whose
seemingly only purpose is to bring disorder and darkness to the world.
Now, the time has come for The Immortal Enemy to return once more.
But, this time, the Eternal Warrior will be ready. This time, he has a
force greater than any single warrior. This time, he has?THE VALIANT.
Presenting the complete sold-out epic from New York Times best-selling
writers Jeff Lemire (BLOODSHOT REBORN, Green Arrow) & Matt Kindt
(RAI, Mind MGMT) and Eisner Award-winning artist Paolo Rivera
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(Daredevil), discover why Valiant is one of the most critically acclaimed
publishers in comics today with an all-star introduction to Bloodshot, the
Eternal Warrior, Geomancer, and a visionary cast of heroes and villains
from across the Valiant Universe ? all for the low introductory price of
$9.99. Collecting THE VALIANT #1-4.
The Insurmountable Edge Book Three: A Story in Three Books Thomas Goodfellow 2021-11-15
"Rambo meets Sherlock Homes in the explosive climax to Thomas H.
Goodfellow's THE INSURMOUNTABLE EDGE trilogy." - Rob Errera,
IndieReader.com Overview of Three Book Story Two children savagely
stoned to death in the California desert. Top employees of a U.S. defense
contractor dying at an alarming rate. A cryptic message sent by a
strange, secretive source warns the contractor's products have been
corrupted and could be used against the U.S. Armed Forces. They all
seem to be connected. But how? Only two men on earth are capable of
putting it all together those men are Jack Wilder and Jeff Bradshaw, two
of the greatest special operations forces soldiers who have ever lived.
There's a problem though. Jack and Jeff are off-duty at Jack's ranch while
Jeff tries to recover from a severe case of post-traumatic stress disorder.
Jack's seventeen-year-old ward, a hellcat named Adelaide, is also on the
ranch. Nothing seems more impossible than getting the three of them to
leave their safe commune. But then, a mysterious blue Maybach shows
up at the ranch. The Maybach's visit sends Adelaide, Jack and Jeff off on
a dangerous trail of murder and intrigue as they confront the
insurmountable edge. "Author Thomas H. Goodfellow brings the final
installment of THE INSURMOUNTABLE EDGE series barreling into the
station with General Jack Wilder's offbeat crew in yet another fast, fun
read for action thriller fans." - Rob Errera, IndieReader.com Please visit
www.TheInsurmountableEdge.com to learn more about author Thomas
H. Goodfellow and receive news and updates about books, events, and
more!
Shadowbound - Dianne Sylvan 2014-03-25
Spread throughout the dark corners of our world lies the Shadow World,
a society of vampires who feed off the living. In Austin, Texas, one

woman must quell the cravings rising within her, as the very fate of the
world rests in her hands… Ever since her Prime, David Solomon,
returned from the dead, Miranda Grey has been hungry. The
transformation from ordinary vampires into the ultrapowerful children of
Persephone has left both Miranda and David craving the taste of
death—and their appetites are growing. Meanwhile, a formerly vague
threat from a fringe group of humans has turned into a full-on war. The
Order of the Morningstar has devoted itself to eradicating vampires and
has begun to assassinate Primes all over the globe. The Shadow World’s
fate depends on the Circle of Signets descended from those who subdued
Morningstar hundreds of years ago—but if even a single one is killed, the
war is almost certainly lost. Now, with the help of a strange new ally,
Miranda must put aside her hunger and access long-forgotten magic to
save the Circle, but time is running out…
Film Remakes - NA NA 2016-10-03
This is the first book to provide a comprehensive and systematic account
of the phenomenon of cinematic remaking. Drawing upon recent theories
of genre and intertextuality, Film Remakes describes remaking as both
an elastic concept and a complex situation, one enabled and limited by
the interrelated roles and practices of industry, critics, and audiences.
This approach to remaking is developed across three broad sections: the
first deals with issues of production, including commerce and authors;
the second considers genre, plots, and structures; and the third
investigates issues of reception, including audiences and institutions.
The Red Dragon - L. Ron Hubbard 2013-05-17
As a lieutenant in the US Marine Corps—as handsome and cocky as
Richard Gere—Michael Stuart was once considered an officer and a
gentleman. But that’s all changed. Now he’s seen as a renegade, a traitor
and a thief. Stuart is a man without a country . . . and perhaps without a
prayer. Why? Because in a daring plot to foil the Japanese puppet regime
in China, he set out to reinstate the country’s true emperor. Known now
as The Red Dragon, Stuart is a soldier of fortune in war-torn
Manchuria—and a man of honor in a world of treachery. Stuart’s latest
adventure takes him from Peking to the Great Wall and beyond. He’s in a
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race against time and against the Japanese super-spy known as the HellCat, both of them in hot pursuit of an elusive black chest. For Stuart, the
ultimate prize is one filled with mystery, power, and treasure—not only in
the chest itself, but in the love of the beautiful woman who has sent him
on this mission. . . . It was on Hubbard’s second journey to East Asia that
he met British Secret Service agent, Major Ian MacBean, who introduced
him to “The Great Game,” the geopolitical tug-of-war between China,
Japan, and Britain. Hubbard also learned of the trade in stolen Chinese
treasures, and was exposed to the secret criminal society known as The
Red Dragon—inspiring this story of the same name. He has captured a
singular time in this storied land. “Hubbard delivers a tidy finale that
shows why he was one of the most popular genre writers of his
generation.” – Publishers Weekly
When Christ and His Saints Slept - Sharon Kay Penman 2010-04-01
In When Christ and His Saints Slept master storyteller and historian
Sharon Kay Penman illuminates one of the lesser-known but fascinating
periods of English history. The next addition in this highly acclaimed
historical fiction series of the middle ages, and the first of a trilogy that
will tell the story of Henry II and Eleanor of Aquitaine. When Christ and
His Saints Slept begins with the death of King Henry I, son of William the
Conqueror and father of Maude, his only living legitimate offspring.
There'll Be Hell to Pay - Sharon Hannaford 2016-07-25
THIS TIME IT'S PERSONAL Just a few months ago Gabi thought her life
was damn near perfect. She could never have imagined that meeting one
man would spark a chain of events that would change everything. The
only resemblance to her previous life is her relentless hunt for
supernatural criminals. Right now, her world has narrowed to two points
of focus; co-leading the newly formed Special Investigations Department
alongside Julius, her Master Vampire Consort, and searching for the
traitorous Vampire Caspian and his pregnant Dark Magus cohort,
Mariska. Catching up with friends and making peace with her mother are
also on her agenda for the week, but life may just have other plans. Even
the most rookie supernatural investigator would figure out that things
aren't going well for the Magi of the City, but the High Council is

maintaining its silence and remaining distant from the other races. The
safety and security of the City's population is falling ever more heavily on
the shoulders of the fledgling Werewolf Alliance, leaving Kyle, Trish and
the other Pack Alphas to handle a rising influx of demons committed to
infiltrating the City and wreaking havoc. There are many scenarios that
keep Gabi from her sleep, and when one of those concerns becomes a
sickening reality, it rocks her to the core. Taking one of those most dear
to her is a dangerous game, one that few would play, knowing what she
and Julius are capable of. The list of suspects is short and the guilty party
soon shows their hand, but is this all just a ruse and what could they
hope to accomplish by riling up such powerful enemies? There is no rest
for the team as, with one emergency over, they are handed a scrap of
information that will ultimately lead them straight to Caspian and
Mariska. But are they truly ready for the final standoff? Who will make
the ultimate sacrifice and how will the rest deal with the repercussions of
an ancient prophesy that culminates in the birth of Mariska's twin
children? This is the nail-biting conclusion to the Hellcat Series. Buckle
up boys and girls - there's turbulence ahead.
A Cold Day in Hell - Sharon Hannaford 2013-11
The City may be calm, but is the Hunter about to become the hunted?For
the first time in months the City is peaceful, so peaceful that Gabi's
suspension from the Societas Malus Venatori doesn't feel like a
punishment. Her relationship with Julius is stronger than ever and Kyle
has finally found his soul mate, even if he seems to need some
convincing. Gabi thinks boredom is her most serious problem. She
couldn't be more wrong. The visitor Julius has been both expecting and
dreading arrives, bringing with him dire news. An old enemy, out to
destroy them, has revealed to the Masters of the Vampire race that Gabi
is a Dhampir. The visitor's presence also answers the question that's
been simmering in Gabi's head for years; the truth of her origins. This
truth brings with it a deeper understanding of the implications of her
very existence, and she doesn't like what she discovers. But it's too late
to change what's been done and Julius must now answer to the Princeps'
Court. As Gabi makes plans to leave the City, drawing danger away from
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friends and family, a dark prophesy by the Magi Oracles forces her to
change course. She will not be leaving the City alone, and she will not be
running from the threat. She, Julius and a handful of others will be
heading straight into the mouth of the beast. They must present
themselves at Court before the Princeps travel to the City and
inadvertently uncover one of the most closely guarded secrets of the
Magi world. While the Princeps wear a face of impartiality and civility,
what boils beneath the surface is a storm of selfishness, greed, lust and
perversion. Danger lurks in every corner and it soon becomes clear that
someone is determined to ensure that Gabi will never get the chance of a
fair hearing.Old friends and old enemies do what they have always done
best, while new friends and new enemies emerge at every turn. Only one
thing is sure; it'll be a cold day in Hell before Hellcat goes down without
a fight.Put the coffee on and warm up your page-turning finger, it's going
to be a long night.
The Insurmountable Edge - Thomas H. Goodfellow 2020-04-30
Jack Wilder and Jeff Bradshaw are two of the greatest Special Operations
Forces soldiers who have ever lived. They are so great that they were
promoted to general at an early age so no one could tell them what to do.
Jack and Jeff have been off-duty and living on Jack's ranch in the
California High Sierras for the last two years while Jeff tries to recover
from a severe case of post- traumatic stress disorder. Jack's seventeen
year old ward, Adelaide Monroe, is also on the ranch with them.
Adelaide's goal is to be a Special Operations Forces soldier and Jack and
Jeff are training her towards that goal.Things are going as well as can be
expected for them until a mysterious blue Maybach shows up at the
ranch. Their lives are then changed forever as they confront The
Insurmountable Edge.
Rogue - CD Reiss 2019-01-18
Antonio is obsessed. Theresa Drazen's the last woman he should touch.
She's going to get him killed. She's dangerous. Poison. The wrong
woman. Except...she's not the prim little heiress she seems to be.She's
perfect.-----Theresa Drazen can have plenty of guys, but the one she can't
keep away from....the one she's just about addicted to, is more than

forbidden. With felony-black eyes and a mouth built for lies, loving him is
one step away from illegal.But her body keeps overriding her brain.
Maybe it's time to stop playing by the rules.-------And they both
figure...one more time. Just one more time. One more time and they
won't get caught.One more time and they won't get killed.
One.More.Time....... Previously released under the title SPIN.*
American Women and Flight - Deborah G. Douglas 2021-05-11
Women run wind tunnel experiments, direct air traffic, and fabricate
airplanes. American women have been involved with flight from the
beginning, but until 1940, most people believed women could not fly,
that Amelia Earhart was an exception to the rule. W
The Way Knight - Alexander Wallis 2015-10-11
Daimonia Vornir is a wild and impulsive girl, who fears she is unlovable.
When corrupt politicians execute her brother, she travels to find her
mother - the famous hero who abandoned her years before. To survive
the treacherous journey, she hires the Way Knight - a travelling warrior
sworn to protect anyone who pays his fee, no matter how dangerous the
journey, or hopeless their cause. Together they will chance the battletorn coast, pursued by the champion of the Secret God. THE WAY
KNIGHT is the terrifying tale of a girl's journey from child, to woman, to
goddess. It is a provocative story that will challenge everything you
believe.
Stargirl Spring Break Special (2021-) #1 - Geoff Johns 2021-05-18
Legendary comics writer Geoff Johns returns to his breakthrough hero,
Stargirl, in this special one-shot illustrated by Todd Nauck! Courtney
Whitmore’s spring break plans aren’t like your average high schooler’s.
Instead of hanging out with friends, she’s heading out on an adventure
with her stepfather, Pat Dugan, a.k.a. S.T.R.I.P.E., and teaming up with
his former team, the Seven Soldiers of Victory! The Soldiers are forced to
reunite again to unearth the secret eighth Soldier of Victory, but what
other secrets lie buried, and what does it all mean for Courtney’s future
as Stargirl?
Avengers West Coast Epic Collection - Steve Englehart 2019-09-18
Collects West Coast Avengers (1985) #8-24, Annual #1; Avengers Annual
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#15. The West Coast meets the Old West! Firebird finds herself in the
middle of a fight between the Rangers and the Avengers — but will she
become the sixth Whacko, or will the Thing? Menaces mount — including
Master Pandemonium, Headlok, Griffin and Graviton — while Tigra and
Hellcat team up against Tiger Shark! Meanwhile, Hank Pym battles his
demons — but who will be his savior? Then, a time-warping terror leaves
the West Coast Avengers trapped in the past! Hawkeye meets old friends
Two-Gun Kid and Rawhide Kid, but another Western legend spells big
trouble for Mockingbird! The sprawling space-time saga spreads to
ancient Egypt as the Whackos travel ever further back in time — but
what role will Moon Knight play? And will the team ever find its way
home?
The Post-traumatic Theatre of Grotowski and Kantor - Magda Romanska
2014-10-01
Despite its international influence, Polish theatre remains a mystery to
many Westerners. This volume attempts to fill in current gaps in Englishlanguage scholarship by offering a historical and critical analysis of two
of the most influential works of Polish theatre: Jerzy Grotowski’s
‘Akropolis’ and Tadeusz Kantor’s ‘Dead Class’. By examining each
director’s representation of Auschwitz, this study provides a new
understanding of how translating national trauma through the prism of
performance can alter and deflect the meaning and reception of
theatrical works, both inside and outside of their cultural and historical
contexts.
Burned - Karen Marie Moning 2015-11-24
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “Mac is back and badder than
ever!”—J. R. Ward MacKayla Lane and Jericho Barrons return in the
blockbuster Fever series from Karen Marie Moning. It’s easy to walk
away from lies. Power is another thing. MacKayla Lane would do
anything to save the home she loves. A gifted sidhe-seer, she’s already
fought and defeated the deadly Sinsar Dubh—an ancient book of terrible
evil—yet its hold on her has never been stronger. When the wall that
protected humans from the seductive, insatiable Fae was destroyed on
Halloween, long-imprisoned immortals ravaged the planet. Now Dublin is

a war zone with factions battling for control. As the city heats up and the
ice left by the Hoar Frost King melts, tempers flare, passions run red-hot,
and dangerous lines get crossed. Seelie and Unseelie vie for power
against nine ancient immortals who have governed Dublin for millennia;
a rival band of sidhe-seers invades the city, determined to claim it for
their own; Mac’s former protégé and best friend, Dani “Mega” O’Malley,
is now her fierce enemy; and even more urgent, Highland druid Christian
MacKeltar has been captured by the Crimson Hag and is being driven
deeper into Unseelie madness with each passing day. The only one Mac
can depend on is the powerful, dangerous immortal Jericho Barrons, but
even their fiery bond is tested by betrayal. It’s a world where staying
alive is a constant struggle, the line between good and evil is blurred,
and every alliance comes at a price. In an epic battle against dark forces,
Mac must decide who she can trust, and what her survival is ultimately
worth. Look for all of Karen Marie Moning’s sensational Fever novels:
DARKFEVER | BLOODFEVER | FAEFEVER | DREAMFEVER |
SHADOWFEVER | ICED | BURNED | FEVERBORN | FEVERSONG Praise
for Burned “Karen Marie Moning is back, delivering the kind of
spellbinding, addictive, twisted tale we love to devour. Magic and
madness, intrigue and illusion, passion and power, sexual tension and
more sexual tension. . . . Burned is a book that shouldn't be missed.
Thrilling, suspenseful, sexy—it has all the right stuff to delight the most
ardent of Fever fans.”—USA Today “Dark, delicious suspense! Karen
Marie Moning is my author of choice and Fever is my series of choice for
action-packed suspense with a spine-tingling paranormal twist.”—#1
New York Times bestselling author Lisa Gardner “A masterwork by an
incomparable writer. Burned is brilliant, sexy, and dangerous. I adore
Moning! No one does it better.”—#1 New York Times bestselling author
Sylvia Day “Prepare for a heart-stopping trip into the epic Fever world,
filled with gasp-out-loud surprises and sweltering sensuality.”—#1 New
York Times bestselling author Kresley Cole “Burned gets the highest
rating from me. I wanted to run through town shouting ‘Mac is back!
Mac is back!’ Grab some snacks, something to drink, and settle down for
a cover-to-cover read that will likely keep you up all night.”—New York
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Times bestselling author Linda Howard “One of the most anticipated
books in romance . . . Burned is told through several viewpoints, but the
dominating view is Mac’s, and it’s wonderful to have her back, as well as
get to spend time with the two Alphas in her life.”—Heroes and
Heartbreakers “Deeply complex, heady and action-packed.”—RT Book
Reviews
Caine's Reckoning - Sarah McCarty 2013-05-01
The Hell's Eight is the only family he's ever needed...until he meets the
only woman he's ever wanted. Caine Allen is a hardened Texas Ranger –
definitely not the marrying kind. But when he rescues a kidnapped
woman and returns her to town, the preacher calls in a favour...one
Caine's honour won't let him refuse. From the moment he beds Desi,
Caine knows turmoil will follow. Desi might have the face of a temptress,
but she also has a will of iron and while she needs his protection, she's
determined that no man will control her again. They establish an uneasy
bond, but it isn't enough for Caine. He wants all Desi has to offer. He
wants her body, her demands...everything. Yet there's still a bounty on
Desi's head, and keeping her satisfied is proving easier than keeping her
alive. 'Intense, edgy and passionate, this is old–school historical romance
at its finest.' – Romantic Times 'Caine's Reckoning is a can't–put–it–down
adventure story...Superb writing and characterisation, along with a
well–described setting, bring the story alive and pull readers into the
action.' – Romance Reviews Today
Teen Titans Academy (2021-) #1 - Tim Sheridan 2021-03-23
Welcome to Teen Titans Academy! Packed with both new, super-powered
teens and numerous dark secrets, Teen Titans Academy’s student body
includes Shazam; a new Australian speedster; a trio of Goth(am) teen
expatriates obsessed with Batman-and one member of this first class will
become the deadly Red X. Original New Teen Titans including
Nightwing, Starfire, Raven, Cyborg, and Beast Boy take on the role of
teachers and mentors for superpowered teens. Their goal: to shape the
next generation of heroes.
Film Noir 101 - Mark Fertig 2014-08-06
Collecting 101 noir movie posters of, arguably, the greatest noir films

ever made (including classics The Maltese Falcon, Laura, and Double
Indemnity). Reproduced in a stunningly designed, over-sized format that
shows off the spectacular visual elan of Hollywood movie posters at their
best, the book is not only a spectacular showcase of film noir art, but also
establishes the crucial films and identifies their key characteristics, with
critical commentary on each film by author and scholar Mark Fertig. This
is an ideal handbook for noir rookies, a valuable resource for old-hats,
and a visual feast for fans of film noir and American entertainment art.
The Crucible - Arthur Miller 1983
A literary study guide that includes summaries and commentaries.
Wethering the Storm - Samantha Towle 2013
"Music journalist Tru Bennett has done the impossible: capture the heart
of rock-star bad boy Jake Wethers. Now they're busy planning a wedding
and navigating their new life together in the U.S. Of course, Tru misses
London and her best friend, Simone, but living happily ever after with
Jake in LA is going to be great ... right? Wrong. Even the bright
California sun can't whitewash the dark side of celebrity coupledom.
Greedy music execs, merciless paparazzi, and Jake's wild past are lurking
around every corner. Making matters worse, Jake announces he doesn't
want kids, which just may be a deal breaker. Tru loves Jake more than
anything. But when a devastating crisis threatens to destroy everything
they've fought for, the couple must face the hard truth: What if, this time,
love is not enough?"--Amazon.com, viewed September 23, 2013.
Acts of Rebellion - Ward Churchill 2003-12-16
What could be more American than Columbus Day? Or the Washington
Redskins? For Native Americans, they are bitter reminders that they live
in a world where their identity is still fodder for white society. "The law
has always been used as toilet paper by the status quo where American
Indians are concerned," writes Ward Churchill in Acts of Rebellion, a
collection of his most important writings from the past twenty years.
Vocal and incisive, Churchill stands at the forefront of American Indian
concerns, from land issues to the American Indian Movement, from
government repression to the history of genocide. Churchill, one of the
most respected writers on Native American issues, lends a strong and
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radical voice to the American Indian cause. Acts of Rebellion shows how
the most basic civil rights' laws put into place to aid all Americans failed
miserably, and continue to fail, when put into practice for our indigenous
brothers and sisters. Seeking to convey what has been done to Native
North America, Churchill skillfully dissects Native Americans' struggles
for property and freedom, their resistance and repression, cultural
issues, and radical Indian ideologies.
Stepping Back to Look Forward - Charles H. W. Foster 1998
This timely collection of essays - written by nine recognized forestry and
environmental specialists - tells the story of the conservation, use, and
changes in the Commonwealth's forests over time. The book traces the
development of pre-settlement, colonial, and post-Revolutionary War
forest practices, and concludes with recommendations as to how history
might be used to inform and shape future policy. Underscored is the
importance of private and local leadership, such as the unique
Massachusetts town forest movement. Economic contributions and
educational programs are detailed, as well as the ways Massachusetts'
leadership has influenced national forestry. Written for the layperson,
and reflecting the particular experience and style of each contributor,
the history will appeal to a range of readers from local conservation
activists to forestry professionals and policymakers.
The Sandman Universe Presents Hellblazer (2019-) #1 - Simon
Spurrier 2019-10-30
The second year of the Sandman Universe begins with the long-awaited
arrival of one of DC’s most iconic characters…John Constantine,
Hellblazer! He’s cheated death and damnation more times than he can
count, but never like this. Long ago, in the crucible of a magical war
waged across countless futures, Constantine was murdered by an allpowerful adversary: a twisted version of Timothy Hunter, bloated with
evil. But over the past year strange forces have conspired to restart Tim
Hunter’s tale, and somehow-amid sorcery, insanity and secret agendasthis older, wiser, wilier shade of Constantine has been dragged back with
it. Unlike young Tim, John remembers every second of a life that went
very, very wrong. Now he must ask himself why he, the last person in the

world to deserve a second chance, has been given one. Is John
Constantine here to put Tim Hunter on the right track and avert a
terrible outcome? Or is it because he’s the only person in existence with
the guts to do what REALLY must be done? After all, he’s a nasty piece of
work, chief…ask anybody. This oversize one-shot sets the stage, and is
the perfect jumping-on point, for a new era of Sandman Universe tales
beginning in November…and is the official start of the strangest chapter
yet in John Constantine’s long life!The second year of the Sandman
Universe begins with the long-awaited arrival of one of DC’s most iconic
characters…John Constantine, Hellblazer! He’s cheated death and
damnation more times than he can count, but never like this. Long ago,
in the crucible of a magical war waged across countless futures,
Constantine was murdered by an all-powerful adversary: a twisted
version of Timothy Hunter, bloated with evil. But over the past year
strange forces have conspired to restart Tim Hunter’s tale, and
somehow-amid sorcery, insanity and secret agendas-this older, wiser,
wilier shade of Constantine has been dragged back with it. Unlike young
Tim, John remembers every second of a life that went very, very wrong.
Now he must ask himself why he, the last person in the world to deserve
a second chance, has been given one. Is John Constantine here to put
Tim Hunter on the right track and avert a terrible outcome? Or is it
because he’s the only person in existence with the guts to do what
REALLY must be done? After all, he’s a nasty piece of work, chief…ask
anybody. This oversize one-shot sets the stage, and is the perfect
jumping-on point, for a new era of Sandman Universe tales beginning in
November…and is the official start of the strangest chapter yet in John
Constantine’s long life!
The Perfect Husband - Lisa Gardner 2004-09-28
What would you do if the man of your dreams hides the soul of a killer?
Jim Beckett was everything she'd ever dreamed of . . . But two years
after Tess married the decorated cop and bore his child, she helped put
him behind bars for savagely murdering ten women. Even locked up in a
maximum security prison, he vowed he would come after her and make
her pay. Now the cunning killer has escaped—and the most dangerous
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game of all begins. . . . After a lifetime of fear, Tess will do something
she's never done before. She's going to learn to protect her daughter and
fight back, with the help of a burned-out ex-marine. As the largest
manhunt four states have ever seen mobilizes to catch Beckett, the clock
winds down to the terrifying reunion between husband and wife. And
Tess knows that this time, her only choices are to kill—or be killed.
Heart's Insanity - Ellie Masters 2016-07-15
Skye Summers endured a tragic past. She wants what the past stole, and
despite lingering scars, she's surviving and thriving. Now she cures the
sick, heals the wounded, and takes care of those clinging to life. The only
person she can't heal is herself, because Skye is too broken for love. Ash
Dean has it all: Fame, fortune, and the adoration of screaming fans. The
constant parties, drugs, alcohol, and an endless string of one-night
stands are taking their toll. He gives and his fans take, until he's lost
within the crowd. He wants someone to see him for the man he wishes to
be rather than the one he's become. One fate... Two lives... Three Days...
No sex. That's the proposition... It would be insane to accept and Skye's a
fool to agree, but she's tired of playing it safe. It's time to take a leap of
faith, besides what could go wrong?
Jane Two - Sean Patrick Flanery 2016-04-05
A coming of age debut novel from The Boondock Saints and Young
Indiana Jones actor Sean Patrick Flanery. A young Mickey navigates
through the dense Texas humidity of the 70s and out onto the porch
every single time his Granddaddy calls him, where he's presented with
the heirloom recipe for life, love, and manhood. But all the logic and
insight in the world cannot prepare him to operate correctly in the
presence of a wonderfully beautiful little girl who moves in just behind
his rear fence. How will this magical moment divide Mickey's life into a
"before and after" and permanently change his motion and direct it down
the unpaved road to which only a lucky few are granted access?
All Hell Breaks Loose - Sharon Hannaford 2012-12-15
In the City, the Werewolves are restless. Gabi is striving to get back to
life as usual. Dealing with the aftermath of being kidnapped and tortured
by Dante, wrapping her head around being a Dhampir, and trying to

figure out Julius's unexpected attitude as he withdraws from her and
becomes cool and distant. As if that isn't enough to cope with, she
receives the disturbing news that someone she cares about has been
dragged unwillingly into her world after a brutal and calculated
Werewolf attack. As rogue Werewolves run rampant through the City, it
becomes clear there will be no gentle reintroduction to Gabi's duties as
Hunter for the Societas Malus Venatori. Once again the Vampires join
forces with the SMV to contain the threat, but the odds seem stacked
against them and the casualties keep mounting. Tensions run high as the
perpetrators manage to stay one step ahead of the Hunters and the
senseless violence continues. No one suspects betrayal from within, until
Gabi's pets unmask a traitor. But the traitor isn't the real threat and the
war has only just begun. This time their nemesis isn't playing by any
rules and no one is safe in this deadly, new game. Not even the Master
Vampire of the City. As the undeniable chemistry between Gabi and
Julius reignites, they realise the danger isn't only to the human
population of the City, but threatens to overwhelm them all. What they
finally uncover brings Gabi into very real conflict with the SMV Council
and leaves her questioning her life-long allegiances. Not all monsters
come in obvious monster packages and sometimes what you're fighting
to protect is what you should be fighting against. Not everyone will walk
away from this fight intact. Strap in, hang on and grab a breath while
you can. All hell is about to break loose! "The Hellcat series is one wild
ride ... one of the best new series to hit the dark urban fantasy world,
ever! Two words: more, please." Diane Nelson (Sand in my Shoes
Reviews)
Autobiography of Mother Jones - Mary Harris Jones 2012-04-30
This important addition to labor and feminist literature speaks tirelessly
and effectively on behalf of workers' rights and unions in the late 19th
and early 20th centuries.
Supreme Courtship - Christopher Buckley 2008-09-03
President of the United States Donald Vanderdamp is having a hell of a
time getting his nominees appointed to the Supreme Court. After one
nominee is rejected for insufficiently appreciating To Kill A Mockingbird,
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the president chooses someone so beloved by voters that the Senate
won't have the guts to reject her -- Judge Pepper Cartwright, the star of
the nation's most popular reality show, Courtroom Six. Will Pepper, a
straight-talking Texan, survive a confirmation battle in the Senate? Will
becoming one of the most powerful women in the world ruin her love
life? And even if she can make it to the Supreme Court, how will she get
along with her eight highly skeptical colleagues, including a floundering
Chief Justice who, after legalizing gay marriage, learns that his wife has
left him for another woman. Soon, Pepper finds herself in the middle of a
constitutional crisis, a presidential reelection campaign that the
president is determined to lose, and oral arguments of a romantic nature.
Supreme Courtship is another classic Christopher Buckley comedy about
the Washington institutions most deserving of ridicule.
The Dark Shadows Daybook - Patrick McCray 2021-08-17
Rondo Award-winning website, The Collinsport Historical Society,
presents this wide-ranging collection of essays, insights, and
observations from its long-running column, The Dark Shadows Daybook.
From the earliest episodes to speculation on the future of the franchise,
author Patrick McCray celebrates the grand themes and iconic
characters of Dark Shadows with a devout irreverence. Winner of the
2018 Rondo Award for Writer of the Year, Patrick McCray chronicles the
unforgettable series by exploring its episodes in articles and asides, all
originally written on the anniversary of their filming. With a new
introduction by Emmy award-winning humorist, Dana Gould, The Dark
Shadows Daybook is affectionate, spontaneous, and refreshingly raucous
reading for fans of the series and anyone else looking to learn why Dark
Shadows matters.
To Hell and Back (Hellcat Series Book 4) - Sharon Hannaford 2014
SOME SECRETS ARE WORTH DYING TO PROTECTWhen Werewolves
start turning up dead, drained of blood, the City's Alphas turn accusing
eyes on the Vampires. It doesn't take much to get the newly-formed
Werewolf Alliance riled up. But once Vampires start dying the same way
it becomes clear they have a mutual enemy.An unexpected visitor brings
news that vulnerable supernaturals from neighbouring towns are also

being kidnapped and murdered, and that the City seems to be the focus
of the violence. With no idea of the motives behind the attacks, Gabi and
the rest of the City's defenders immediately commit to eliminating
whoever, or whatever, is behind the bizarre and gruesome acts.Adding to
the chaos, demons suddenly attack in unprecedented numbers,
stretching the City's supernatural resources thin. The reappearance of an
old foe from the Etherworld sparks fears that Mariska is back, still
seeking revenge. And that once again she's made powerful, dark
alliances. When all fingers point to something hellbent on uncovering
whatever secrets the City hides, eyes finally turn to the Magi.A war will
be waged for the greatest supernatural prize of them all, and the
outcome is impossible to predict. Not even the presence of a powerful
Princep and the shocking revelation of Julius's true potential can assure
victory for the pure of heart.This time Gabi is determined to get Mariska
in her crosshairs, and she's ready and willing to even the score. But there
is no guarantee that everyone will survive this trip to Hell and back!
Treasured by a Tiger - Felicity Heaton 2017-09-09
Despised by his tiger shifter pride as an abomination, Grey has ventured
far from home, deep into the bowels of Hell in search of answers about
the machinations of Archangel, the mortal hunter organisation who held
his twin captive. With no knowledge of the realm, and little skill with the
local languages, he quickly finds himself at a dead end—until he crosses
paths with a beautiful hellcat female who rouses his darkest most
dangerous instincts. Lyra has been a fool, falling for the charms of a male
whose only desire was to make a fast buck by selling her. Shackled and
collared, her strength muted by magic, she awaits her time on the stage
at a black-market auction, but before it can come, all hell breaks loose
and she seizes a chance to escape—and runs straight into a majestic
warrior who steals her breath away and tempts her like no other as he
battles alone to free everyone. When Lyra offers her services as a
translator to repay Grey for saving her, will he be strong enough to resist
the needs she awakens in him and spare himself the pain of her
inevitable rejection when she discovers the truth about him? And when
the powerful male in charge of the slave ring starts a bloody hunt for
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Lyra, can she escape another collar and find the courage to trust the
tiger who is capturing her heart? Treasured by a Tiger is the fourteenth
book in the Eternal Mates Romance series. This fated mates paranormal
romance can be read out of order and features a tiger shifter hero
determined to help his twin and a hellcat shifter heroine who wants to
help him, a cast of dragon shifters, fallen angels and immortals, and lots
of action and adventure--and steamy scenes! All Eternal Mates world
books have no cliffhangers, a guaranteed happily ever after, some strong
language and sexy times. Enjoy! If you like Kresley Cole's Immortals
After Dark, Sherrilyn Kenyon's Dark-Hunters and Larissa Ione's
Demonica world, you won't be able to put down the addictive Eternal
Mates series of fated mate romances packed with dark elves, vampires,
shifters, demons, angels, witches and fae in a huge detailed world that
will leave you breathless! Step into a passionate, lush, and powerful
paranormal romance series from a New York Times and USA Today BestSelling Paranormal Romance Author of over 60 books... Paranormal
Romance Books in the Eternal Mates Series Book 1: Kissed by a Dark
Prince Book 2: Claimed by a Demon King Book 3: Tempted by a Rogue
Prince Book 4: Hunted by a Jaguar Book 5: Craved by an Alpha Book 6:
Bitten by a Hellcat Book 7: Taken by a Dragon Book 8: Marked by an
Assassin Book 9: Possessed by a Dark Warrior Book 10: Awakened by a
Demoness Book 11: Haunted by the King of Death Book 12: Turned by a
Tiger Book 13: Tamed by a Tiger Book 14: Treasured by a Tiger Book 15:
Unchained by a Forbidden Love Book 16: Avenged by an Angel Book 17:
Seduced by a Demon King Book 18: Scorched by Darkness Book 19:
Inflamed by an Incubus Book 20: Craved by a Wolf Book 21: Bewitched
by a Vampire ... next book in the Eternal Mates paranormal romance
series coming soon! Keywords: paranormal, paranormal romance,
paranormal romance books for adults, fated mates, fated mates romance,
tiger shifter, hellcat shifter, hellcat, tiger, tigers, shifter romance, cat
shifter, feline shifter, immortals, alpha hero, strong heroine, action, long
series, adventure, no cliffhangers, guaranteed HEA, happily ever after
Raising Hell - Sharon Hannaford 2018-06-05
The rest period is over and the ultimate endgame round has just begun.

The City has seen a peaceful lull for the past three years. The Werewolf
Alliance has settled into their role as peacekeepers, stamping out threats
the moment they rear their heads. The Magi have recovered from their
losses both in numbers and strength and the Veil is more solid than ever.
The Vampires never rest; the desire to create Dhampirs grows despite
the law and the deadly consequences, but even their weapons are
gathering dust. And yet all of them know this peace is an illusion; a small
space in time to rest and regroup. Because the Decuria still exist in the
shadows and the Prophesy calls to all sides. The battle of the millennium
is looming and only one side can win. A new player has joined the game
as old foes prepare to once more roll the dice. The board pieces are set,
the gameplan is decided and the protectors of the City are the only ones
who don't know the rules. Kyle and Trish have the family they never
dared to wish for. Not only two daughters but an ever-growing, everstrengthening Werewolf Pack. The love and security of family is
everything they desired, but the weight of responsibility is burdensome
and they can never let down their guard. Just when they thought
everything was black and white, they are faced with a new choice; one
that is all shades of grey, one that could change the Werewolf world
forever. Still reeling from the shock of the decision they must make, the
fragile peace is inevitably broken, leaving the Pack blind-sided and
chasing their tails. It will take everything they have to keep their family
and friends safe. They will have to find strength in their weaknesses and
vulnerability in their strengths if they are to survive this assault. Can
they ever be prepared for the consequences of that which has been
prophesied? Fasten that safety belt and grab a handhold, this will not be
a quiet Sunday afternoon drive.
Letting Go - Philip Roth 2010-12-23
Gabe Wallach, freshly discharged from the Korean War army, reeling
from his mother's recent death, and thus freed from old attachments, is
hungrily seeking new ones. He's drawn to Paul Herz, a fellow graduate in
literature, and to Libby - Paul's moody, Catholic-turned-Jewish wife. Gabe
wonders: how to reconcile the ordered 'world of feeling' found in books
with the anarchy of life, responsible adulthood, and his own love affairs?
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When Gabe meets Martha Reganhart, a spirited, outspoken, divorced
mother of two, she poses the greatest challenge that he, and his moral
enthusiasm, will face. Letting Go is Philip Roth's blistering first fulllength novel.
Cheer! - Kate Torgovnick 2009-03-10
A behind-the-scenes tour of competitive college cheerleading describes
every aspect of the sport from spring tryouts through the NCA Nationals,
drawing on the personal experiences of accomplished athletes from three
top cheer schools. Reprint.
B-17 Nose Art Name Directory - Wallace R. Forman 1997-02
Bemaling af B-17 (Flyvende Fæstning) under 2. verdenskrig samt
oversigt over eskadriller og fly-navne/-serienr.
Too Bad, So Sad - Wild Pages Press 2017-11-30
Designer Notebook Interior 150 lined pages Size 6x9 Glossy softcover
Perfect for everyday use Perfectly spaced between lines to allow plenty
of room to write Wild Pages Press are publishers of unique journals,
school exercise books, college or university lecture pads, memo books,
notebooks, journals and travel journals that are a little bit quirky and
different. Stunning covers, sturdy for everyday use. Great quality, we
offer thousands, upon thousands of different designs to choose from. Our

quality products make amazing gifts perfect for any special occasion or
for a bit of luxury for everyday use. Our products are so versatile, they
come in a wide range, be it the perfect travel companion, or a stylish
lecture pad for college or university, cool exercise book for school,
comprehensive notebook for work, or as a journal, the perfect family
heirloom to be treasured for years to come. Our quality products are
made in the USA and competitively priced so they can be enjoyed by
everyone.
Capitals of Punk - Tyler Sonnichsen 2019-04-09
Capitals of Punk tells the story of Franco-American circulation of punk
music, politics, and culture, focusing on the legendary Washington, DC
hardcore punk scene and its less-heralded counterpart in Paris. This
book tells the story of how the underground music scenes of two major
world cities have influenced one another over the past fifty years. This
book compiles exclusive accounts across multiple eras from a long list of
iconic punk musicians, promoters, writers, and fans on both sides of the
Atlantic. Through understanding how and why punk culture circulated, it
tells a greater story of (sub)urban blight, the nature of counterculture,
and the street-level dynamics of that centuries-old relationship between
France and the United States.
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